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Product Description
The host adopts Lenovo customized tablet computer with fast 
speed and high stability. 
Wide coverage of car models, powerful diagnostic functions, 
accurate diagnostic data, a large number of special functions; 
support the functions Read DTCs, Clear DTCs, Read Data 
Streams, Actuation Test, Special Functions, Matching, Coding; 
guidance function for VW and Audi
Support expansion module: endoscope and anti-theft key 
matching



Product Description

X-431 PRO3 V4.0 is Launch's latest PRO3 series product with 

the following features: powerful hardware upgrade; adopt 

Android 9.0 system, 8-core 1.8GHz processor, 1920x1200 IPS high-

definition display, 3GB running storage, 32GB internal storage, 

running faster and more stable; DBS carIV connector portable, 

small, and anti-skid design, can be directly placed into the host 

connector slot, easy to use, not easy to lose

X-431 PRO3 V4.0 inherits many advantages of X-431 PRO3 

V3.0, such as wide coverage of car models, powerful diagnostic 

functions, and accurate test data. It supports the diagnostic 

functions including Read DTCs, Clear DTCs, Read Data Streams, 

Actuation Test, Special Functions, Coding, and Matching, realizing 

full car model and system fault diagnosis.
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Product Parameters



PRO3 V4.0 Host Parameters

• Operating system: Android 9.0

• CPU: Qualcomm Snapdragon 450, 8-core 1.8GHz

• Memory: 3GB

• Storage: 32GB (support up to 128GB expansion)

• Display screen: 10.1-inch, 1920x1200 FHD IPS

• Camera: front 5 million, rear 8 million pixel

• Wi-Fi: 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (2.4GHz /5GHz) 

• Dimension: 265mmX214.5mmX50.5mm (length * width 

* height)

• Working temperature: 0℃～50℃
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DBS carIⅤ Connector Parameters

•Dimension: 58×47×24 mm (without plug)
•Working voltage: 9V DC--18V DC
•Test voltage: DC12V
•Typical power consumption ≤2W
•Diagnostic mode: Bluetooth
•Working temperature: 0℃～50℃
•Indicator lamp (red): turns red when 
connected to power supply.
•Indicator lamp (blue): turns blue in wireless 
Bluetooth mode.

X-431 PRO 3 V4.0 adopts the new DBS carIV diagnostic connector with small size and high stability. The push to 

push design is adopted and it is more convenient to use. The same connector is used for diagnosis and 

matching. The connector supports fault tolerance CAN diagnosis. Detailed parameters are as follows:
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Product Functions
Intelligent diagnosis, traditional diagnosis, special functions, 
remote diagnosis, ADAS module, software upgrade, diagnostic 
records, diagnostic feedback, maintenance materials, vehicle 
coverage, etc. 



Intelligent Diagnosis

Launch, with more than 20 years of accumulated auto diagnostic technology, was the first to propose intelligent diagnosis. 

Identify vehicle information quickly by VIN, enter the vehicle diagnosis, and view the vehicle diagnostic record history to 

quickly enter the diagnosis.



Traditional Diagnosis

Intelligent diagnosis cannot be used when there is no network. At this time, you can select traditional diagnosis 

and manually select car series and car model to inspect cars.

Wide coverage of car models, powerful diagnostic functions, support the functions Read DTCs, Clear DTCs, Read 
Data Streams, Actuation Test, Special Functions, Matching, Coding, etc.



Special Functions

Support the following 15 common special functions for most models: service lamp reset, throttle matching, 

steering angle reset, brake pad reset, tire pressure reset, immobilizer matching, ABS bleeding, battery matching, 

tooth learning, injector coding, DPF regeneration, headlight matching, gearbox matching, suspension matching, 

sunroof initialization



Remote Diagnosis

The independently-developed remote diagnosis can realize real-time communication between devices or between 

device and computer to complete remote diagnosis, making it possible for repair technicians to diagnose vehicles 

thousands of miles away.

。



Expansion Module - Endoscope and Anti-theft Key Matching

将主APP升级到5.02.023版本或以上，再到升级中心，下载安装内窥镜小程序，可搭配内窥镜硬件使用！

Can be used with Launch endoscope. Can be used with Launch X-431 G anti-
theft key adapter.

Endoscope Anti-theft key matching

Support expansion module: endoscope and anti-theft key matching



Support ADAS Module

将主APP升级到5.02.023版本或以上，再到升级中心，下载安装内窥镜小程序，可搭配内窥镜硬件使用！Support the ADAS calibration function. To use this function, you need to purchase Launch ADAS 
calibration device and activate ADAS software.



Software One-click Upgrade

将主APP升级到5.02.023版本或以上，再到升级中心，下载安装内窥镜小程序，可搭配内窥镜硬件使用！
Support online smart one-click upgrade for car software.

To enjoy better functions and upgrade services, upgrade software a periodically.



Diagnostic Records

Local maintenance history records are recorded. You can view historical car diagnosis records. Therefore, you can 

quickly access the car system when you want to diagnose the car again. 



Diagnostic Feedback

Local maintenance history records are recorded. You can view historical car diagnosis records. Therefore, you can 

quickly access the car system when you want to diagnose the car again. 



Vehicle Coverage

You can query various brands of testable models, model years, systems, and functions.



Maintenance Materials

Provide an over 10000-GB maintenance database for more than 1600 car models. The maintenance database 

contains circuit diagrams, maintenance manuals, maintenance cases, operation skills, and so on. You can view it 

online at any time. Provide detailed DTC online help so that maintenance technicians can quickly rectify faults and 

improve diagnosis efficiency.
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Product Appendix



Attachment: Product Configuration

Code Configuration Name Remarks

301190651
X-431 PRO3 overseas standard 

configuration (V4.0, American standards)

American standards indicate that the 

American-standard adapter is configured.

301190652
X-431 PRO3 overseas standard 

configuration (V4.0, European standards)

European standards indicate that the 

European-standard adapter is configured.

301190653
X-431 PRO3 overseas standard 

configuration (V4.0, British standards)

British standards indicate that the British-

standard adapter is configured.

301190654
X-431 PRO3 overseas standard 

configuration (V4.0, Australian standards)

Australian standards indicate that the 

Australian-standard adapter is configured.

Configuration has been established:



Attachment: Comparison of New and Old Product Device Parameters

Product 

Parameters

X-431 PRO3 V4.0 X-431 PRO3 V3.0

Operating System Android 9.0 Android 7.1

CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon 450, 8-core 1.8GHz Qualcomm APQ8017 4-core 1.4GHZ

Running Storage 3GB 2GB

Internal Storage 32GB 16GB

Battery Capacity 7000mAh 7000mAh

Screen 10.1 inch, 1920x1200 FHD  IPS 10.1 inch, 1200x800   IPS

Camera Front 5 million, rear 8 million Rear 5 million

WIFI 2.4GHz /5GHz 2.4GHz

Dimension 265mmX214.5mmX50.5mm (length * width * height) 264×210×30 mm (length * width * height)



Thank you for watching.
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